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MOTIVATION
❖ Many processes must be represented in an 
    Earth System Model (ESM). 

    (e.g., atmospheric [clouds, precipitation], 
    land/vegetation, 
    ocean circulation)

❖ Each process is represented by equations, and each equation has many parameters.

❖ Some parameters are known (e.g., Coriolis parameter, acceleration due to gravity); 
most are not! (e.g., parameter for conversion of cloud drops to rain drops, relative 
humidity threshold in a large grid box for determining if a cloud should form). 

❖ How one sets all unknown parameters impacts ESM skill & climate projection. 

Rio et al. 2019
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METHODS
This project aims to develop improved approaches for estimating large 
sets of parameters using machine learning. 

❖ Need sampling method that works well 
for high-dimensional state space (here, 
Latin Hypercube).

❖ Run ESM using all sampled parameter 
vectors (here, NASA GISS model).

❖ Develop an emulator to fill the full 
parameter state space (here, neural net).  

❖ Using emulator, infer all parameter 
combinations minimizing climate model 
errors (here, Markov Chain Monte Carlo, 
or MCMC).  
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RESULTS
Estimating 45 parameters so that ESM simulation (hopefully) matches 35 
observational metrics.  

LW_CRE: cloud radiative effect (for infrared radiation); 
TLWP: total liquid in clouds; 
Stratiform Fraction: fraction of globe covered by lighter rain.
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FUTURE PLANS
Schematic shows how the emulated surface fits all points; in reality, 
there is error.  Near future immediate plans include developing methods 
to make this better (using data from GISS ESM, CESM components).

Earth Outgoing Infrared Radiation          Ice in Clouds                   Precipitation
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DISCUSSION POINTS

How to determine best sampling strategies for 
emulator training given limited # of ESM runs?
How best to quantify ESM skill (this is subjective, but 
how subjective must it be)?
How best to quantify observational and emulator 
uncertainty & best way to include in ESM skill 
metrics.
How to decide if better to emulate ESM skill or ESM 
raw output? 




